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Abstract
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� Introduction

Among the myriad of nonlinear time series models which have been proposed over the years�

Smooth Transition AutoRegressive �STAR� models are enjoying a fair amount of popularity�

These models have recently been applied to describe nonlinearities in the business cycle

�Ter�asvirta and Anderson �		
� Skalin and Ter�asvirta �		�� Skalin and Ter�asvirta �		��

Van Dijk and Franses �		�a� the term structure of interest rates �Anderson �		�� Van Dijk

and Franses �		�b� money demand �Wolters� Ter�asvirta and L�utkepohl �		�� and real

exchange rates �Michael� Nobay and Peel �		�� Baum� Caglayan and Barkoulas �		��

among others�

It has become standard practice to use the procedure outlined by Ter�asvirta ��		�

to specify empirical STAR models �for example� the procedure is applied in all of the pa�

pers mentioned above� Recently� the properties of this procedure have been investigated

in more detail� and some potential di�culties have been pointed out� First� it has been

criticized by Escribano and Jord�a ��		� for not being able to discriminate between var�

ious di�erent forms of the STAR model which are used in practice� Escribano and Jord�a

��		���		� therefore suggest an alternative speci�cation procedure with more desirable

properties� Second� STAR models can be parameterized in such a way that they gen�

erate very asymmetric realizations� that is� the resultant data resemble time series with

a few outliers� Van Dijk� Franses and Lucas ��		� examine the behavior of Lagrange

Multiplier �LM� tests for STAR type nonlinearity developed by Luukkonen� Saikkonen

and Ter�asvirta ��	��� which form an essential ingredient of the speci�cation procedure of

Ter�asvirta ��		�� in the presence of outliers� It is found that such aberrant observations

can substantially distort the distributional properties of the test statistics� In particular�

the tests become biased towards rejecting the correct null hypothesis of linearity� To over�

come this� Van Dijk et al� ��		� develop robust variants of the linearity tests which are

�more resistant to the presence of outliers� The main advantage of this robust procedure

is that it automatically guards the tests against outliers� and does not require a priori

knowledge concerning their presence and timing�

In the present paper� we attempt to provide further insight into specifying STAR

models by combining the results in Escribano and Jord�a ��		���		� with those in Van Dijk

et al� ��		�� In particular� the following three questions are addressed� � What happens

�



to regular speci�cation procedures for STAR models in case only outliers are present��


 What happens to outlier�robust speci�cation procedures in case only nonlinearity is

present�� and � What happens to regular and robust procedures if both nonlinearity and

outliers occur� These questions are addressed in Sections � and �� The analysis is preceded

by a brief discussion of STAR models and the available speci�cation procedures in Section


� Section � illustrates the available and newly developed speci�cation procedures by

applying them to gold and silver prices and to several real exchange rate series� Finally�

Section � summarizes our �ndings and discusses some practical guidelines�

� The STAR model� tests and speci�cation procedures

Consider the general STAR�p model

yt � ��y
�p�
t � F �yt�d� �� c�
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�p�
t � �t� ��
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�p�
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�� �y
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t � �yt��� � � � � yt�p
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�� � � ���� ��� � � � � �p
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and �t � i�i�d�N��� �
�� The transition function F �yt�d� �� c is usually taken to be either

the logistic function�

F �yt�d� �� c � �� � expf���yt�d � cg�� �
�



� � 	 �� �


or the exponential function�

F �yt�d� �� c � �� expf���yt�d � c�g� � 	 �� ��

where yt�d is called the transition variable and d the delay parameter� Model �� with

transition function �
 is called the Logistic STAR �LSTAR� model� while model �� with

transition function �� is called the Exponential STAR �ESTAR� model�

It is easily understood that the LSTAR and ESTAR models imply quite di�erent

behavior for the series yt� In the LSTAR model� the dynamics are di�erent for small and

large values of yt�d �relative to the threshold c� The ESTAR model on the other hand

�The reason for subtracting �
�
in ��� is that it facilitates the derivation of the test statistics� It should

be noted that in the Monte Carlo simulations in Section �� this constant is not subtracted�
�Jansen and Ter�asvirta ���� argue that the exponential function su�ers from the drawback that it

does not nest a Threshold AutoRegressive �TAR� model as a limiting case �because when either � � 	 or
� ��� the model collapses to a linear model�� These authors propose an alternative function which does
nest a three�regime TAR model as a limiting case� Because this does not a�ect the tests for linearity and
the speci�cation procedures for STAR models which are the main subject of this paper� we do not discuss
this point any further�






implies similar dynamics for small and large values of yt�d� while the dynamics are di�erent

for values of yt�d close to and far from c�

The STAR model as given above can easily be extended to include exogenous variables�

either as regressors or as transition variables or both� see Granger and Ter�asvirta ��		��

Ter�asvirta ��		�� and Escribano and Jord�a ��		� for extensive discussions of the resulting

class of Smooth Transition Regression �STR� models�

An obvious speci�cation procedure for STAR models is to test for the presence of

STAR�type nonlinearity �rst and next to decide between the logistic and exponential

STAR models� These two elements are discussed in the following subsections�

��� Testing linearity

Luukkonen� Saikkonen and Ter�asvirta ��	�� �LST hereafter� consider testing the null hy�

pothesis of linearity against the alternative of LSTAR nonlinearity� The null hypothesis�

which might be expressed as H� � � � � in �
� cannot be tested using standard techniques�

because under the null� the parameters � and c in �� are not identi�ed� LST suggest to

circumvent this problem by replacing the transition function �
 by a third�order Tay�

lor approximation around the null hypothesis�� which after rearranging terms yields the

auxiliary regression model�

yt � ��y
�p�
t � 
���y

�p�
t yt�d � 
���y

�p�
t y�t�d � 
���y

�p�
t y�t�d � �t� ��

where the 
i � �
i�� � � � � 
ip
�� i � �� 
� �� are functions of the parameters �� � and c� The

null hypothesis now becomes H �

� � 
� � 
� � 
� � �� which can be tested by a standard

Lagrange Multiplier �LM� test in a straightforward manner� Under the null hypothesis of

linearity� the test statistic has a �� distribution with �p degrees of freedom asymptotically�

Following Escribano and Jord�a ��		�� we will denote this test statistic as NL��

Granger and Ter�asvirta ��		� suggest that linearity might be tested against an ES�

TAR alternative by replacing the function �
 with a �rst�order Taylor approximation

�That is� F �yt�d� �� c� � �
�F �yt�d���c�

��

���
���

� �
	
��

��F �yt�d���c�

���

���
���

� �


��yt�d � c� � �


�
���yt�d � c���

where we have used the facts that F �yt�d� 	� c� � 	 and that the second derivative of F with respect to �

evaluated at � � 	 equals zero as well� Note that the same auxiliary regression is obtained for all transition
functions F which share the property of the logistic function ��� that all even�ordered derivatives are equal
to zero at � � 	�


It should be noted that if d � p �and hence yt�d is not included in �y
�p�
t �� additional terms ���yt�d�

���y
�
t�d� and ���y

�
t�d should be included in ���� The test statistic should be adjusted to accommodate the

fact that the parameters �i�� i � �� �� � should also be equal to zero under the null hypothesis�
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around � � �� which gives rise to an auxiliary model similar to ��� only without the

term 
��y
�p�
t y�t�d� Hence� Ter�asvirta ��		� suggests that the LM�type test based upon ��

should have power against both LSTAR and ESTAR alternatives and might be used as a

test against general STAR�type nonlinearity�

Escribano and Jord�a ��		� argue that a �rst�order approximation for the exponential

function is not su�cient to capture its distinguishing characteristics� in particular the

two in�exion points of this function� Hence they conclude that a second�order Taylor

approximation is necessary�� yielding the auxiliary regression�

yt � ��y
�p�
t � 
���y

�p�
t yt�d � 
���y

�p�
t y�t�d � 
���y

�p�
t y�t�d � 
���y

�p�
t y�t�d � �t� ��

The null hypothesis to be tested now is H �

� � 
� � 
� � 
� � 
� � �� The resulting

LM�type test statistic� denoted NL�� has an asymptotic �� distribution with �p degrees of

freedom under the null hypothesis�

��� Speci�cation procedures

Note that in the derivation of the LM�type test statistics� the value of d which determines

the transition variable has been assumed known	� In practice� the tests are calculated for

di�erent values of d �e�g�� d � �� � � � � p� and the value of d for which the null hypothesis is

rejected most convincingly is selected as the delay parameter�

Once linearity is rejected in favor of STAR�type nonlinearity by either NL� or NL�� one

has to decide between using �
 or �� in the STAR model �� �or similar functions which

have the same properties� Ter�asvirta ��		� suggests to use a decision rule based upon a

sequence of tests nested within the null hypothesis corresponding to ��� In particular� he

proposes to test the hypotheses

H�� � 
� � ��

H�� � 
� � �j 
� � ��

H�� � 
� � �j 
� � 
� � ��

by means of LM�type tests� Closer inspection of the expressions of the auxiliary parameters


�� 
� and 
� in �� in terms of parameters of the original STAR model reveals that �i 
�

�That is� F �yt�d� �� c� � �
�F �yt�d���c�
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���
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�
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where we have used the fact that F �yt�d� 	� c� � 	�
	The tests are however easily generalized to the case where d is unknown by replacing yt�d in ��� and

��� with a linear combination ��y
�p�
t �
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is nonzero only if the model is an LSTAR model
� �ii 
� is zero if the model is an LSTAR

model with �� � c � � but is always nonzero if the model is an ESTAR model� and �iii

that 
� is zero if the model is an ESTAR model with �� � c � � but is always nonzero if the

model is an LSTAR model� Combining these three properties of the auxiliary parameters

leads to the following decision rule� if the p�value corresponding to H�� is the smallest� an

ESTAR model should be selected� while in all other cases an LSTAR model is to be the

preferred choice� The model selection procedure of Ter�asvirta ��		� will be abbreviated

as TP in the following�

Escribano and Jord�a ��		� propose an alternative procedure which makes use of NL�

as test for general STAR type nonlinearity� Their decision rule to choose between the

LSTAR and ESTAR alternatives is based on the observation that� assuming �� � c � � in

��� the properties of 
� and 
� given above also apply to 
� and 
� in ��� respectively�

Therefore they suggest to test the hypotheses

H�E � 
� � 
� � ��

H�L � 
� � 
� � ��

and to select an LSTAR �ESTAR model if the minimum p�value is obtained for H�L

�H�E� This decision rule will be denoted EJP in the following�

Escribano and Jord�a ��		���		� present extensive simulation evidence on the relative

performance of the linearity tests NL� and NL� and the decision rules TP and EJP� Their

main �ndings can be summarized as follows� In case the true data generating process

�DGP� is an LSTAR model� the power of the NL� test in general is higher than the

power of NL�� while the reverse holds if the DGP is an ESTAR model� This makes sense

intuitively� as the p additional auxiliary regressors 
���y
�p�
t y�t�d in �� are redundant in case

of an LSTAR model� and the use of p extra degrees of freedom by NL� causes a loss in

power� In case of an ESTAR model� these extra terms contain vital information which

more than compensates the use of additional degrees of freedom� Concerning the two

decision rules to choose between LSTAR and ESTAR models� in general the performance

of EJP appears superior over TP�

Note that this is only true under the assumption that a �rst�order Taylor expansion is su�cient for
the exponential function�
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��� Robust tests and speci�cation procedures

Van Dijk� Franses and Lucas ��		� �VDFL hereafter� analyze the properties of the linearity

tests of LST in the presence of outliers� It is shown that in the case of a linear DGP with

some additive outliers �AO�s� the tests for STAR nonlinearity tend to reject the correct null

hypothesis of linearity too often� even asymptotically� VDFL suggest to use outlier�robust

estimation techniques using Generalized M �GM� estimators to estimate the model under

the null hypothesis as a solution to this problem� As shown by VDFL� the resulting test

statistics behave much better in the presence of AO�s� For technical details we refer to

VDFL� here we discuss only the intuition behind the GM estimation technique�

The GM estimator can be interpreted as an iterative weighted least squares procedure�

where the weights are not �xed a priori but determined endogenously� in such a way that

outliers are downweighted and do not in�uence the estimates of the parameters in the

model under the null hypothesis� In addition to rendering better estimates of the null

model� it allows to construct test statistics which are robust to outliers� Moreover� the

weights assigned to the observations in the GM procedure can be used to detect aberrant

data points� Examples of such use of these weights are provided in Section ��

It is straightforward to robustify the TP and EJP decision rules in a similar manner� by

simply using the GM estimator to estimate the models under the various null hypotheses

�i�e� H��� H�� and H�� in TP and H�L and H�E in EJP� The next two sections are

devoted to investigating the properties of both the standard and robust linearity tests and

speci�cation procedures in the presence of outliers� In particular� we focus on whether the

results from Escribano and Jord�a ��		���		� on the relative performance of the decision

rules continue to hold in this case� We conjecture that whereas EJP might perform better

than TP in case of no outliers� it might also be more sensitive to the presence of aberrant

observations because of the inclusion of the term involving the fourth power of yt�d�

� Size of linearity tests and decision rules in the presence

of outliers

This section adresses the �rst question raised in the Introduction by examining the behavior

of the regular linearity tests NL� and NL� and decision rules TP and EJP in case of a

�



linear data generating process �DGP� with AO�s� In particular� the following DGP is used�

xt � �� � ��xt�� � ��xt�� � �t� ��

yt � xt � �t� t � �� � � � � T� ��

with �t � i�i�d�N��� ���  a positive constant� and P ��t � � � P ��t � �� � ��
�

P ��t � � � � � �� for some � � � � �� Hence� the observed series yt consists of the core

process xt� which is generated according to an autoregressive �AR process of order two
��

and a contamination process �t�

We consider three parameterizations for the core process xt� by varying � � ���� ��� ��
�

among � � ��� �
� �
� � � � ��� ���� �
� and � � ��� ��������� � denoted as DGP I� II� and

III� respectively� The residual variance �� is set equal to unity throughout� The AR

coe�cients are chosen such that they are in di�erent parts of the stationary region of the

parameter space for ���� �� for the di�erent DGP�s� The roots of the AR polynomial

are real and relatively small �DGP I� real and large �DGP II and complex and large

�DGP III� Besides the case where � � � �no outlier contamination� we set  � ��� ��� ��

and � � ���� ���� rendering � experiments per DGP� We use ���� replications for each

experiment and take T � ��� as the sample size� Necessary starting values are always

set equal to zero� while the �rst ��� observations in the arti�cial samples are discarded

in order to eliminate any possible in�uence of this choice� Finally� in all experiments� the

AR�order is assumed known��

� insert Table � about here �

Table � shows the rejection frequencies of the NL� and NL� tests with yt�� as candidate

transition variable at a signi�cance level of � � using asymptotic critical values� It is seen

that in case no outliers are present� both tests are somewhat undersized� which corroborates

the �ndings of LST� among others� As soon as outliers are added� the actual rejection

frequencies of the tests exceed the nominal signi�cance level of � � For the values of  and

� considered here it is seen that the magnitude of the size distortion increases as either the

�We focus on AR��� �and STAR��� models in Section �� as the �rst�order case is covered extensively in
VDFL�

�Obviously� the presence of outliers might a�ect the behavior of commonly used order selection criteria
such as the Akaike and Schwarz Information Criteria as well� see Ronchetti ���� for a recent overview�
This point however is besides the objective of this paper�
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magnitude or frequency of outliers increases� It should be remarked that VDFL show that

as  � �� the asymptotic distribution of the test statistics returns to a �� distribution

again� i�e�� for very large values of  the size distortion disappears� However� in that case

the power of the tests also collapses to their size�

� insert Figure � about here �

To demonstrate that our �ndings are not speci�c for the � signi�cance level which

is used� Figure � shows p�value discrepancy plots for NL� for DGP�s I and II� These

plots� advocated by Davidson and MacKinnon ��		�� graph the di�erence between the

actual and nominal size of the tests versus the nominal size��� It is seen that the plots lie

completely above the zero line for all values of � and � i�e�� the actual size is always larger

than the nominal size� Finally� comparing the rejection frequencies of NL� and NL� seems

to suggest that the size distortions are of comparable magnitude�

� insert Table � about here �

Table 
 displays the frequency of selecting an ESTAR model by TP and EJP� con�

ditional upon rejecting linearity by NL� and NL�� respectively� First of all� note that

TP seems to be biased toward selecting LSTAR models in case of DGP�s I and III� as

the frequency of selecting an ESTAR alternative is well below �!
 in case no outliers are

present� When the series are contaminated with AO�s� both decision rules become biased

toward selecting the ESTAR alternative� which becomes more and more evident when the

magnitude or the frequency of occurrence of outliers increases� This might be explained

by the symmetric nature of the contamination process� as this creates both very small and

very large aberrant observations which might mimic ESTAR data�

��To be more precise� these p value discrepancy plots are constructed as follows� The N replications
in the Monte Carlo experiments render p�values p�� � � � � pN � where in our case N � �			� The empirical
distribution function of the p�values can be estimated by simply calculating �F �x� � �

N

PN

j��
I�pj � x�� for

any point x in the �	��� interval� where I�A� denotes the indicator function for the event A� The function
�F �x� gives the actual rejection frequency of the test at nominal signi�cance level x� If the distribution
used to calculate the p�values pj is correct� each of the the pj should be distributed as uniform �	���� and
�F �x� � x� By calculating �F on a grid of points x�� � � � � xM on the �	��� interval and plotting �F �xi� � xi
against xi one can easily infer if the test statistic is under� or oversized at various di�erent nominal
signi�cance levels� Moreover� it allows easy comparison between di�erent test statistics�

�



� Power of linearity tests and decision rules

This section discusses the behavior of the linearity tests NL� and NL� and the TP and

EJP decision rules in case the DGP is a STAR model� possibly contaminated with outliers�

For this purpose� we replace the AR�
 model for the core process xt in �� by a STAR�


model

xt � �� � ��xt�� � ��xt�� � F �xt��� �� c��� � ��xt�� � ��xt�� � �t� ��

where F �xt��� �� c is either the logistic or exponential function �where it should be noted

that we do not subtract �!
 from the logistic function here and �t � i�i�d�N��� �
�� We

�rst consider the model used by Ter�asvirta� Lin and Granger ��		� and Ter�asvirta ��		�

where �� � �� �� � ���� �� � ������ �� � ��	� �� � ��	�� � � ��� or ���� in the LSTAR

and ESTAR case� respectively� and � � ��
�

Notice that the roots of the AR model which results when F is equal to � in �� are

complex and larger than unity in modulus� Hence� the STAR model is explosive in this

regime� and the series xt has the tendency to be propelled back to more stable parts of the

state space� The properties of the time series generated by the model now crucially depend

on the relative magnitude of �� and c� as they jointly determine the value of the attractor

x� of the model�� and its �instability� This also implies that the model can generate

very "asymmetric� realizations in the sense that the distribution of the observations over

the di�erent regimes can be very asymmetric� In fact� the data may seem to have been

generated by linear outlier�type models� For example� if c � �� � �� the attractor of ��

is equal to x� � �� In the LSTAR model F �x�� �� c � ��
� and the attractor is stable

since the roots of the e�ective AR�
 polynomial at the attractor are smaller than unity�

In the ESTAR model on the other hand F �x�� �� c � �� the attractor is unstable� and

the model generates "endogenous �uctuations�� i�e�� if the residual process is "switched

o��� the resulting time series does not converge to the attractor but keeps on �uctuating

around zero in a limit cycle� As another example� if c � ��
 and � � ��� �which is one

of the cases considered in Ter�asvirta� �		�� the LSTAR model has a stable attractor at

x� � ���� for which the transition function takes the value �� In fact� observations for

which xt � c are rare since the AR model is explosive in that region� and realizations

��The attractor�s� of a model xt � f�xt��� � � � � xt�p�� �t is �are� points x
� for which x� � f�x�� � � � � x���

	



from this model are very asymmetric� The same asymmetry is observed in the ESTAR

model� Although this model now has multiple �xed points� only the largest of those

is stable� and the majority of observations is centered around this point� Observations

for which the value of the transition function is smaller than �� are rare� Concluding�

the model is capable of generating series which closely resemble linear time series with

outliers� We conjecture that it should be very di�cult to distinguish between the two

in such cases� In our experiments we consider the following combinations of �� and c�

���� c � ��� �� ���
� �� ��� ��
� ���
� ��
� and ����� ��
� Again we set the sample size equal

to T � ���� while the magnitude and frequency of occurrence of outliers are taken as

 � ��� �� and ��� and � � ���� For each experiment� ���� replications are used���

� insert Table � about here �

Table � shows the actual rejection frequencies of both the standard tests and their

robust counterparts at the � nominal signi�cance level� First of all� it is seen that the

power of both the standard and robust tests is excellent in case no outliers are present�

except for the LSTAR model with �� � ��� and c � ��
� Evidently this is caused by the

highly asymmetric properties of series generated by this model as discussed above� Note

that this is also the single case in which the use of the robust tests causes a substantial loss

in power� When outliers are added� the power of the tests remains satisfactory� although

in some cases the power of the robust tests is reduced quite considerably� Adding outliers

to the LSTAR model with �� � ��� and c � ��
 increases the power of the standard tests

dramatically� whereas the power of the robust tests is a�ected to a much lesser extent�

� insert Table � about here �

The frequencies of selecting the correct model by the two decision rules� conditional

upon rejecting linearity by the respective general linearity tests� are set out in Table �� The

presence of outliers causes the performance of the standard decision rules to deteriorate in

case the DGP is an LSTAR model� in the sense that the correct model is chosen less and

less often when the magnitude of outliers increases��� The e�ect on the robust procedures

��Results for other sample sizes and frequencies of occurrence of outliers are available on request from
the corresponding author�

��Additional simulations with di�erent values of � �not shown here� suggest that the same e�ect occurs
when the frequency of occurrence of outliers increases�

��



is much less pronounced� However� we arrive at the opposite conclusion when the DGP

is an ESTAR model� now the decision rules based on the regular LM tests continue to

behave well while the performance of the robust procedures deteriorates�

� insert Tables � and � about here �

Next we consider a parameterization of �� for which the resulting AR�
 model is stable

for all values of the transition function� In particular� we set �� � �� �� � ���� �� � �����

�� � ��	� �� � ��	� � � �� and � � �
� Because the model is stable for all possible values

of the transition function� �� and c do not exercise such a large in�uence on the properties

of time series generated by the model� For that reason we only consider the combinations

���� c � ��� �� ���
� �� and ��� ��
� Table � shows the actual rejection frequencies of both

the standard tests and their robust counterparts at � nominal signi�cance level� while

Table � displays the frequencies of selecting the correct model� conditional upon rejecting

linearity� Table � demonstrates that both the NL� and NL� tests work well in this case�

although power diminishes somewhat in case outliers are added� From Table �� we observe

that again the standard speci�cation procedures break down in case an LSTAR model is

the true DGP� The robust speci�cation procedures on the other hand keep selecting the

correct model in the majority of cases� The opposite also holds here in case the DGP is

an ESTAR model� Some guidelines of how to proceed in practice are given in Section ��

� Empirical illustrations

In this section we demonstrate the e�ects of outliers on the speci�cation procedures for

STAR models by applying them to monthly gold and silver prices and to several real

exchange rate series�

��� Gold and silver prices

The gold and silver price data are taken from the IMF International Financial Statistics

and cover the period from November �	�� �when the prices of these precious metals were

deregulated until June �		� �
�
 observations� The price of gold is US# per �ne ounce

in London� while the price of silver is US# per troy ounce in New York� The same data set

has been analyzed in Escribano and Granger ��		�� who focus on the possible existence

��



of a long�run relationship between these prices and make use of cointegration techniques�

allowing for possible nonlinear error�correction�

The raw gold and silver price series are displayed in the upper panels of Figures 


and �� respectively� Some remarkable features of these series clearly stand out from these

graphs� In particular� the price of silver sharply increases in the second half of �	�	 and

returns to previous levels some six to nine months later� The price of gold increases at

about the same time� but appears to remain at a higher level afterwards� The sudden and

large increase in the price of silver can be explained by the speculative attack on the silver

market by the Hunt brothers from Texas �and others� Although the attack was not aimed

at the gold market directly� the increase in the gold price at the time of the "bubble� in

the silver price seems to suggest that it did have an e�ect on the gold price� Although

this might suggest a possible connection between the two markets� Escribano and Granger

��		� report serious di�culties in extracting the particular form of the relationship� and

suggest that the markets may have become increasingly separated� especially since �		��

Here we completely ignore the issue of a possible linkage between the two markets and

restrict ourselves to univariate analysis of both time series�

We perform our analysis on the associated return series� which are constructed by

taking �rst di�erences of logarithms of the respective prices� First� we �t univariate AR

models to both returns on silver and gold� For both return series an AR�
 model is

suggested by the Schwarz Information Criterion �SIC�� and this seems su�cient to capture

the correlation properties of the series� The estimates of the parameters in the AR�


models are not relevant for our purpose and are therefore not shown here� We proceed by

testing for linearity by subjecting the series to the linearity tests NL� and NL� for values

of d � �� � � � � �� The p�values for the di�erent tests are given in Tables � and � for the gold

and silver returns respectively� These tables also report the p�values corresponding to the

di�erent tests which are carried out in the TP and EJP decision rules�

� insert Tables � and 	 about here �

It is seen that the standard tests decisively reject the null hypothesis of linearity� for

di�erent values of the delay parameter d� The outcomes of the test sequences give little

guidance as to which model is most appropriate for either the gold or silver return series�

not only do the two decision rules contradict each other in quite a few cases� the preferred

�




model also crucially depends on the value of d which is selected� This might tentatively be

interpreted as evidence that something else than genuine STAR nonlinearity is going on�

This intuition is corroborated by the �nding that we have tried to estimate both LSTAR

and ESTAR models for several di�erent choices of d� but have not been able to obtain any

sensible results�

The lower halves of Tables � and � show results from applying the robust tests for

STAR nonlinearity and the robust speci�cation procedures� It is seen that the conclusion

is radically di�erent from the standard procedures� linearity can hardly be rejected at

conventional signi�cance levels� only for d � � for the silver returns and d � � for the gold

returns is there some indication for the presence of nonlinearity� Also note that in both of

these cases EJP is not very informative about the preferred type of model�

� insert Figures � and � about here �

The middle panel of Figures 
 and � show the series of gold and silver returns� respec�

tively� We have marked the observations which are downweighted in the robust estimation

procedure for the linear AR�
 model which is assumed to hold under the null hypotheses

corresponding to NL� and NL�� The lower panels display the actual weights� It is seen

that for the silver return series� all observations during and surrounding the speculative

attack in �	�	��	�� receive a weight equal to zero� i�e�� they are regarded as obvious out�

liers and their in�uence on the parameter estimates is eliminated completely� In addition�

the middle of �	�
 and the beginning of �	�� also appear to be periods of relative unrest

and aberrant observations� For the gold return series� the �	�	��	�� period does not stand

out so clearly� although the estimation procedure signals that it contains some outlying

observations� Additionally� �	����	�� is a period in which quite some outliers have oc�

curred� Possibly this is related to the end of the Bretton Woods era and!or the �rst oil

crisis�

Of course one might have suggested beforehand that the time series over the sample

period considered here contain some unusual events and probably are contaminated with

some aberrant observations and� hence� that caution should be exercised before interpret�

ing any statistical test results� The main advantage of the robust procedures is that it

automatically guards against the presence of malignant observations� without requiring a

priori knowledge by the researcher concerning their timing�
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��� Real exchange rates

The question whether or not purchasing power parity �PPP� holds as a long run equilibrium

relationship has been heavily debated in recent years� see Froot and Rogo� ��		� and

Rogo� ��		� for surveys� One of the reasons for this controversy is that in general standard

unit root tests fail to reject nonstationarity of real exchange rates when applied to data

from the post�Bretton Woods era� Several statistical explanations have been put forward

for this failure to �nd evidence in favor of PPP� such as the lack of power of standard unit

root tests in small samples and the lack of power against near�nonstationary alternatives�

The proposed solutions include the use of long spans of data �Grilli and Kaminsky �		��

Lothian and Taylor �		� and the use of panel unit root tests �Frankel and Rose �		��

O�Connell �		�� Economic explanations have also been given� such as the presence of non�

traded goods in the price indices which are usually employed to construct real exchange

rates �Rogers and Jenkins �		� and the presence of transaction costs �Davutyan and

Pippenger �		�� Dumas �		
� Uppal �		�� Here we focus on the latter�

The presence of transaction costs leads to the notion of di�erent regimes in real ex�

change rates� In particular� the pro�ts from commodity arbitrage� which is generally

thought to be the ultimate force behind maintaining PPP� do not make up for the costs

involved in the necessary transactions for small deviations from the equilibrium real ex�

change rate� This implies the existence of a band around the equilibrium rate in which

there is no tendency of the real exchange rate to revert to its equilibrium value� Outside

this band� commodity arbitrage becomes pro�table� which forces the real exchange rate

back towards the band� For an analytic derivation of an equilibrium model of exchange

rate determination which takes these e�ects of transaction costs into account we refer to

Dumas ��		
�

Several approaches have been employed to examine the importance of this transac�

tion costs argument� For example� Rogers and Jenkins ��		�� Engel and Rogers ��		��

and Jenkins ��		�� among others� approximate transaction costs with variables such as

distance between countries or cities� Obstfeld and Taylor ��		� and O�Connell and Wei

��		� apply the BAND�TAR model of Balke and Fomby ��		� to model the no�reversion

band around the equilibrium real exchange rate explicitly� Michael et al� ��		� argue

that �ESTAR models might also be capable to describe the dynamic properties of real

exchange rates in the presence of transaction costs� Using a two�century span of annual

��



data and a sample of monthly interwar exchange rates they �nd moderate evidence in

favor of their maintained hypothesis� Baum et al� ��		� apply the same methodology to

real exchange rates from the post�Bretton Woods era� and �nd $clear empirical support

for the presence of nonlinearities in the dynamic adjustment to deviations from PPP% �p�

��� Here we apply the standard and robust LM�type linearity tests and decision rules to

check whether their �ndings may be due to the presence of outliers�

The data are taken from the IMF International Financial Statistics and cover the

period from January �	�� until December �		� �
�� monthly observations� We consider

exchange rates of a large number of industrialized countries vis�&a�vis the US dollar and

use Consumer Price Indices �CPI� to construct the real exchange rates��� Furthermore�

we impose homogeneity conditions� i�e�� the �log real exchange rate qt is constructed as

qt � st�p�t �pt� where st is the log of the nominal exchange rate �units of foreign currency

per US dollar and p�t and pt are logs of the foreign and domestic �US wholesale price

indices�

We calculate the test statistics after transforming the STAR model into the familiar

Dickey�Fuller format� i�e�� we test for linearity of

'qt � �� � �pqt�� �
p��X
i�

�i'qt�i �

�
��� � �pqt�� �

p��X
i�

�i'qt�i

�
A� �F �qt�d� �� c � �t� �	

The AR�order p is determined using the "general�to�speci�c� approach advocated by Ng

and Perron ��		� in the context of unit root tests� see also Hall ��		�� We start with an

initial number of lagged �rst di�erences pmax and then sequentially test� using conventional

t�statistics at a prespeci�ed signi�cance level �� for the statistical signi�cance of the highest

order lag� using a backward elimination algorithm� The order p is then selected as the

maximum lag length at which the algorithm terminates� The reason for not relying on

information criteria in this case is that the orders which are suggested by� for example�

the Schwarz Information Criterion �SIC� are far too small to adequately capture the serial

correlation properties of the series�

Table 	 reports the miminum p�values for the linearity tests NL� and NL� as well

as their robust variants� where the minimum is taken over d � �� � � � � �� The selected

AR�orders� which are determined by the Ng and Perron ��		� procedure with pmax � �


�
Baum et al� ���� also consider real exchange rates based on wholesale price indices� Results from the
regular and robust speci�cation procedures for these series are qualitatively similar to the results presented
here for the CPI�based measures and are available upon request from the corresponding author�
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and � � �	�� are given as well� A general conclusion which emerges from this table is

that the p�values for the standard tests are in general lower than the p�values of their

robust counterparts� often very much so� Using a signi�cance level of �� � for � ��� of

the countries considered� the NL� �NL� rejects the null hypothesis of linearity� while the

RNL� �RNL� does not� Table �� displays the models which are selected by the various

decision rules� where "Linear� is reported if the p�value of the corresponding general linearity

test is larger than ����� The selected delay parameters d are reported in parentheses� It

is seen that especially the Escribano�Jord�a rule tends to select an LSTAR model� whereas

an ESTAR model would be the most obvious choice in light of the transactions costs

argument� This may be due of course to the fact that LSTAR and ESTAR models can be

close substitutes� especially if in case of an ESTAR model the majority of the observations

in the regime where F � � lies in one of the regions yt�d 		 c and yt�d �� �c�

� insert Tables 
 and �� about here �

If we focus on the robust tests� the general conclusion from Tables 	 and �� is that real

exchange rates appear to be linear� and that these series once in a while show substantial

outliers�

To substantiate this conclusion� Figures � to � provide some information about the

results of estimating the linear model under the null hypothesis by the GM procedure

for the Finnish markka� Norwegian kroner� and Swedish kroner real exchange rates� The

middle panels of these Figures graph the �rst di�erences of the log real exchange rates�

where observations which are downweighted are marked with circles� The lower panels

again display the actual weights�

� insert Figures ��� about here �

It is clear from these Figures �which are representative for the all real exchange rate

series that only very few observations are downweighted� especially surrounding the second

oil crises in �	�	� the large increase in the exchange rate of the US dollar around �	��� and

the turbulence in the EMS exchange rate system in �		���		
� In fact� closer inspection of

the weights for the various series reveals that they contain quite some "common outliers��

To provide some information on those common outliers� consider Figure �� which graphs

the seriesNt� de�ned as the number of countries for which the observation at time t receives

a weight less than one�
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� insert Figure � about here �

The observations in July �	��� October �	��� November �	��� March �	��� July �	���

March �		�� December �		�� and October �		
 are downweighted for half or more of the

real exchange rates���

Concluding� the suggestion of nonlinear adjustment in the real exchange rate is caused

by only a small number of data points� The fact that a large part of these data points

coincide for the di�erent series strengthens the conclusion that they do not signal intrinsic

nonlinearity in the process generating the real exchange rates� but rather are caused by

some aberrant exogenous events� Hence� the presence of transaction costs does not seem

to imply nonlinear behavior of real exchange rates�

� Summary and concluding remarks

This paper has compared the relative performance of the speci�cation procedures for STAR

models proposed by Ter�asvirta ��		� and Escribano and Jord�a ��		�� as well as outlier�

robust variants� Various circumstances have been considered� i�e�� linear and nonlinear

DGP�s� with and without outliers� This �nal section aims to provide some practical guide�

lines how to proceed in practice� when one cannot be sure whether certain features of

a particular time series under scrutiny are caused by genuine nonlinearity or by some

outliers� It is suggested that both standard and robust linearity tests and speci�cation

procedures are applied� and that the outcomes are compared to reach a conclusion� The

Monte Carlo evidence presented in Sections � and � suggests the following "decision rules��

If both the standard and robust tests do not reject the null hypothesis of linearity� one

can be reasonably con�dent that the DGP of the series is linear� When both standard

and robust tests reject the null hypothesis� one might assume that the DGP of the se�

ries is genuinely nonlinear � although it is possible of course that it is linear with a high

frequency of occurrence of large outliers� such that the sizes of both test procedures are

heavily distorted� The case where the standard tests reject linearity while the robust tests

do not points towards the possibility that the nonlinearity which is detected by the stan�

dard test procedures is caused by only a few outliers� A further investigation of the series�

especially the "in�uential� observations �i�e�� those which are downweighted by the robust

��The exact numbers are ��� ��� ��� � ��� ��� �	� and ��� respectively�
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estimation procedure is strongly called for� The fact that the robust estimation procedure

endogenously determines the weights for the di�erent observations is seen to be advanta�

geous once again here� as this allows one to easily determine which observations cause the

standard tests to reject the null hypothesis� Alternatively� one might have encountered a

case where the DGP is nonlinear but contaminated in such a way that the "power� of the

standard test increases while the power of the robust test does not� Also in this case it

is advisable to further investigate the series for the presence of outliers before estimating

a nonlinear model� Finally� if the standard test does not reject the null� while the robust

test does� it is perhaps most likely that the DGP is nonlinear with some contamination

such that the power of the standard test is decreased�
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Table �� Size of nonlinearity tests in the presence of additive
outliers�

DGP I DGP II DGP III
� � NL� NL� NL� NL� NL� NL�

��� � ����� ����� ����
 ����� ����� �����

��� � ����
 ����� ����� ����� ��
�
 ��
��
� ���
� ���
� ����� ����� ����	 ����

� ����� ����� ��	
� ��	�� ��	�
 ��	��

��� � ���	� ���	� ����� ���	� ����� �����
� ����� ����� ��	�	 ��	�� ��	�� ��	�	
� ����
 ���	� ��	�� ��		� ��		� ��			

� Size of nonlinearity tests NL�� NL�� Series are generated according
to ��� and ���� The parametrizations for the core processes in DGP
I�III are given by 	 � �	�� 	�� 	��

� � �	� ��� ����� 	 � �	� ���� ���� and
	 � �	� �����	����� with 
 � �� respectively� The table is based on �			
replications for sample size T � �		�

Table 
� Behavior of decision rules in the presence of additive
outliers�

DGP I DGP II DGP III
� � TP EJP TP EJP TP EJP

��� � ���	� ����� ����
 ����� ����� ����


��� � ���

 ���
	 ���	� ���	� ����
 �����
� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
� ����
 ����
 ����� ����� ����� �����

��� � ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ���
	
� ����� ����� ���		 ��	�� ��	�� ��	��
� ����� ���	
 ��	
� ��	�� ��	�� ��		�

� Frequency of selecting an ESTAR model by the decision rules of
Ter�asvirta ���� �TP� and Escribano and Jord
a ���� �EJP�� condi�
tional upon rejecting linearity by NL� and NL�� respectively� Series
are generated according to ��� and ���� The parametrizations of the
core process for DGP I�III are given by 	 � �	�� 	�� 	��

� � �	� ��� �����
	 � �	� ���� ���� and 	 � �	� �����	����� with 
 � �� respectively� The
table is based on �			 replications for sample size T � �		�
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Table �� Power of nonlinearity tests in the presence of additive outliers�

LSTAR ESTAR
�� c �  NL� RNL� NL� RNL� NL� RNL� NL� RNL�

���� ���� ��� � ����� ����� ����� ����� ��			 ��		� ��			 ��		�
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 ����	 ��		� ��	��
� ��	�� ��	�� ��		� ��	�	 ��		� ����� ����� �����

���
 ���
 ��� � ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

��� � ��	�� ��	�� ��	�� ��	�� ��	�� ��	�� ��	�� ��	��
� ��	�� ��	�	 ��	�� ��	�� ��		� ��	�� ����� ��	�	
� ��	�� ��		� ��	�� ��		� ��			 ��	�� ����� ��	��

���� ���
 ��� � ����� ��

� ���	� ��
�� ����� ����� ����� �����

��� � ����� ����� ����� ����� ��		� ��		� ��		� ��		�
� ��	�� ����� ��		� ���	� ��			 ��		
 ��		� ��		�
� ��	�� ��
�� ��			 ��
�� ��			 ����� ��			 �����

�Power of nonlinearity tests NL�� NL� and their outlier�robust counterparts� RNL� and RNL�� Series
are generated according to ��� and ��� with 	� � 	� 	� � ���� 	� � ���	�� �� � �	�� �� � 	����
F �yt�d� �� c� equal to the logistic function ��� with d � �� � � �		 �LSTAR�� or equal to the exponential
function ��� with d � �� � � �			� and 
 � 	�	�� The table is based on �			 replications of length T � �		�







Table �� Behavior of decision rules in the presence of additive outliers�

LSTAR ESTAR
�� c � � TP RTP EJP REJP TP RTP EJP REJP
���� ���� ��� � ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

��� � ���� ����� ����� ����� ���� ����� ����� �����
� ����� ���� ���� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
� ����� ����� ���� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

��� ���� ��� � ����� ����� ���� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

��� � ����� ����� ���� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
� ����� ����� ����� ���� ����� ����� ����� �����
� ���� ����� ����� ���� ����� ����� ���� �����

���� ��� ��� � ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

��� � ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ���� �����
� ����� ���� ����� ����� ��� ����� ���� ����
� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ��� ����� ���

��� ��� ��� � ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

��� � ����� ���� ����� ����� ���� ����� ���� ����
� ����� ����� ����� ����� ���� ����� ����� ����
� ��� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ���� ����

���� ��� ��� � ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

��� � ����� ���� ����� ����� ����� ����� ���� �����
� ���� ����� ���� ����� ����� ���� ����� ����
� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����

�Relative frequencies of correctly choosing the correct type of model from the decision rules
described in Section ���� Frequencies are conditional on rejecting the null hypothesis of linearity
by the general test corresponding to the decision rules �e�g� the entries in the column EJP are
conditional on rejection of linearity by test NL��� Series are generated according to ��� and ���
with 	� � 	� 	� � ���� 	� � ���	�� �� � �	�� �� � 	���� F �yt�d� �� c� equal to the logistic
function ��� with d � �� � � �		 �LSTAR�� or equal to the exponential function ��� with d � ��
� � �			� and 
 � 	�	�� The table is based on �			 replications of length T � �		�


�



Table �� Power of nonlinearity tests in the presence of additive outliers�

LSTAR ESTAR
�� c �  NL� RNL� NL� RNL� NL� RNL� NL� RNL�

���� ���� ��� � ��		� ��		� ��		� ��		� ��	�
 ��	�� ��	�� ��	�	

��� � ���		 ����� ��	�� ��	�	 ��	
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� ��	�� ��	
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�
� ��		
 ��	�� ����� ��	�� ��	�
 ����� ��		� ��	��

�Power of nonlinearity tests NL�� NL� and their outlier�robust counterparts� RNL� and RNL�� Series
are generated according to ��� and ��� with 	� � 	� 	� � ���� 	� � ����� �� � �	�� �� � 	��� F �yt�d� �� c�
equal to the logistic function ��� �LSTAR� or the exponential function �ESTAR� with d � �� � � �	� and

 � 	��� The table is based on �			 replications of length T � �		�


�



Table �� Behavior of decision rules in the presence of additive outliers�

LSTAR ESTAR
�� c � � TP RTP EJP REJP TP RTP EJP REJP
���� ���� ��� � ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

��� � ����� ����� ���� ����� ���� ����� ����� �����
� ����� ����� ����� ���� ���� ����� ����� �����
� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

��� ���� ��� � ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����

��� � ����� ���� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����
� ����� ����� ���� ����� ���� ����� ����� �����
� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

���� ��� ��� � ����� ����� ����� ����� ���� ���� ����� �����

��� � ����� ����� ����� ����� ���� ���� ���� �����
� ����� ����� ���� ���� ���� ����� ����� �����
� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

�Relative frequencies of correctly choosing the correct type of model from the decision rules
described in Section ���� Frequencies are conditional on rejecting the null hypothesis of linearity
by the general test corresponding to the decision rules �e�g� the entries in the column EJP are
conditional on rejection of linearity by test NL��� Series are generated according to ��� and ���
with 	� � 	� 	� � ���� 	� � ����� �� � �	�� �� � 	��� F �yt�d� �� c� equal to the logistic function
��� or the exponential function ��� with d � �� � � �	� and 
 � 	��� The table is based on �			
replications of length T � �		�


�



Table �� Regular and outlier robust speci�cation procedures
for STAR models for monthly gold returns�

d
Test � 
 � � � �

Regular
NL� ����� ����
 ����� ����
 ����� �����

TP H�� ����	 ��
�� ��
�� ���
� ����	 ���
�
H�� ����� ��
	� ����� ����� ����� ��	��
H�� ��	�� ���
� ����� ���	
 ����� ����


NL� ����� ����� ����� ����
 ����� �����

EJP H�L ����
 ����� ����
 ����	 ����� �����
H�E ����
 ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

Robust
NL� ����� ���	� ���
� ����� ��
�� �����

TP H�� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ���		
H�� ����� ����	 ���	� ����	 ����� ����	
H�� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����	 �����

NL� ����� ����� ����� ����� ��
�� ����


EJP H�L ����� ����� ����� ����� ���
� �����
H�E ��
�� ����� ����� ����	 ����� ��
��

� p�values for LM�type tests against smooth transition nonlinearity
and tests of sub�hypothesis in the speci�cation procedures of Ter�asvirta
���� �TP� and Escribano and Jord
a ���� �EJP� for monthly returns
on gold� The upper panel gives p�values for standard tests� the lower
panel for LM�type tests which are robust to additive outliers� The
various null hypotheses are given in Sections ��� and ����


�



Table �� Regular and outlier robust speci�cation procedures
for STAR models for monthly silver returns�

d
Test � 
 � � � �

Regular
NL� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

TP H�� ����� ���
� ����
 ����� ����� �����
H�� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����	
H�� ���		 ��
�� ����� ����� ����
 �����

NL� ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

H�L ����� ����� ����� ����� ��
�� ��
�	
H�E ����� ����	 ����� ����� ��
�� �����

Robust
NL� ��	�	 ����� ����� ���
� ����� �����

TP H�� ����� ���	� ����� ����� ����� �����
H�� ����
 ����
 ����
 ���
� ���	� ��
��
H�� ��	�� ���
	 ����� ����� ����� �����

NL� ����� ��
�
 ����� ����� ����� �����

EJP H�L ����� ��


 ���	� ����� ����� �����
H�E ����� ����� ����
 ����� ����� �����

� p�values for LM�type tests against smooth transition nonlinearity
and tests of sub�hypothesis in the speci�cation procedures of Ter�asvirta
���� �TP� and Escribano and Jord
a ���� �EJP� for monthly returns
on silver� The upper panel gives p�values for standard tests� the lower
panel for LM�type tests which are robust to additive outliers� The
various null hypotheses are given in Sections ��� and ����
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Table 	� p�values of LM�type tests for real exchange rate
data vis�a�vis US dollar� �	�������		���
�

Test
Country p NL� RNL� NL� RNL�

Australia �
 ��
�
 ���	
 ���		 �����
Belgium � ����� ����	 ����	 �����
Canada �
 ����� ��
�� ����� ��
�	
Denmark �
 ����� ���		 ����� �����
Finland �
 ����� ����� ����� ��
��
France � ���
� ����� ���
	 ����	
Germany � ����� ��
	� ����� �����
Greece �� ���
� ����� ���
� �����
Italy �
 ����
 ����� ����
 �����
Japan �� ����
 ����	 ���	� ��
�

Luxemburg �
 ��

� ��

� ��
�� ���		
The Netherlands �
 ����
 ����
 ����� ��
��
Norway � ����� ��

� ����� ����

Portugal �� ����	 ���	� ����� ��
�	
Spain � ����	 ����� ����� �����
Sweden �� ���
� ���	� ����
 ��
��
Switzerland �
 ���
� ���
� ���
� �����
United Kingdom �
 ����� ����� ����� �����
�Minimum p�values for LM�type tests against smooth transition

nonlinearity in monthly real exchange rates vis�a�vis the US dol�
lar� based on consumer price indices� January ����December ���
Tests are computed for d � �� � � � � �� The order p of the linear model
under the null hypothesis is chosen according to the procedure of
Ng and Perron ���� outlined in Section ����


�



Table ��� Model selection for real exchange rate data� �	�������		���
�

Decision rule
Country TP RTP EJP REJP

Australia Linear Linear Linear Linear
Belgium Linear Linear LSTAR�� Linear
Canada LSTAR�� Linear LSTAR�� Linear
Denmark ESTAR�� LSTAR�� LSTAR�� Linear
Finland LSTAR�� Linear LSTAR�� Linear
France ESTAR�� Linear ESTAR�� Linear
Germany Linear Linear LSTAR�� Linear
Greece LSTAR�� ESTAR�� LSTAR�� LSTAR��
Italy Linear LSTAR�� LSTAR�� LSTAR��
Japan Linear Linear ESTAR�� Linear
Luxemburg Linear Linear Linear Linear
The Netherlands LSTAR�� Linear Linear Linear
Norway ESTAR�� Linear LSTAR�� Linear
Portugal Linear Linear Linear Linear
Spain Linear Linear LSTAR�� Linear
Sweden LSTAR�
 ESTAR�� LSTAR�
 Linear
Switzerland ESTAR�
 Linear LSTAR�
 LSTAR��
United Kingdom LSTAR�� Linear ESTAR�� Linear
�Model selection for monthly real exchange rates vis�a�vis the US dollar� based on

wholesale price indices� January ����December �� by decision rules of Ter�asvirta
���� �TP� and Escribano and Jord
a ���� �EJP�� as well as their robust counterparts
�RTP and REJP� respectively�� The choice for the delay parameter d is given in
parentheses� Decision rules for which the p�value of the corresponding general linearity
test given in Table  is larger than 	��	 are denoted as �Linear��


	



Figure �� p value discrepancy plots for NL� test� DGP I

Note� p value discrepancy plots for NL� test� DGP I� The graph shows the di�erence between the actual
rejection frequency and the asymptotic nominal signi�cance level � �F �xi��xi� versus the nominal signi�cance

level xi� The �F �xi� have been calculated for xi  ����� ����� � � � � ����� ����� � � � � ����� ����� � � � � ���� �M  �����
Series are generated according to �	� and �
� with �  ��� ��� ���� and �  �� The graph is based on ����
replications for sample size T  ����
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Figure 
� Gold prices

Note� The upper panel shows monthly gold prices in US� per �ne ounce in London� January ��
��June
����� The middle panel shows the corresponding returns� Observations which receive a weight less than �
in the GM estimation procedure for the parameters in the AR��� model are marked with open circles� The
actual weights are graphed in the lower panel�
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Figure �� Silver prices

Note� The upper panel shows monthly silver prices in US� per troy ounce in New York� January ��
��June
����� The middle panel shows the corresponding returns� Observations which receive a weight less than �
in the GM estimation procedure for the parameters in the AR��� model are marked with open circles� The
actual weights are graphed in the lower panel�
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Figure �� Real exchange rate � Finnish markka

Note� The upper panel shows the log monthly real exchange rate of the Finnish markka vis��a�vis the US��
January ��
��December ����� The middle panel shows the corresponding returns� Observations which
receive a weight less than � in the GM estimation procedure for the parameters in the AR�p� model are
marked with open circles� The actual weights are graphed in the lower panel�
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Figure �� Real exchange rate � Norwegian kroner

Note� The upper panel shows the log monthly real exchange rate of the Norwegian kroner vis��a�vis the
US�� January ��
��December ����� The middle panel shows the corresponding returns� Observations which
receive a weight less than � in the GM estimation procedure for the parameters in the AR�p� model are
marked with open circles� The actual weights are graphed in the lower panel�
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Figure �� Real exchange rate � Swedish kroner

Note� The upper panel shows the log monthly real exchange rate of the Swedish kroner vis��a�vis the US��
January ��
��December ����� The middle panel shows the corresponding returns� Observations which
receive a weight less than � in the GM estimation procedure for the parameters in the AR�p� model are
marked with open circles� The actual weights are graphed in the lower panel�

��



Figure �� Outliers in real exchange rates

Note� The �gure shows the number of countries for which the respective observations on the real exchange
rate vis��a�vis the US� receive a weight less than � in the GM estimation procedure�

��


